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The Reign of the
Shepherdess

Styles Is Revived

Pink and Blue
Combinations

That Fascinate

The Vogue
of the Faded

Flower

iiat Trimmings
This Year

Are Tryiogly
Perishable

This Is a
Gorgeous Lacs

Season

"Where ro you. pretty shepherdess,
I \u25a0pun this smiling day.

Wiiii crook with t>inost ribbons ti<;d
And hat aO sweetly gay?"

"I go. good sir, with this dispatch. And in this fine array.
To dance the joyous pastoral

That ushers in the May."

SO COMES to mind the foolish
nursery rhyme as the eye meets
some of the new headgear. For
with Watteau effects in the

ascendant, millinery is going back to
shepherdess shapes and shepherdess
trimmings. Some May styles are more
than reminiscent of the slanted head-
piece of the nursery herder of white
sheep, and they sit sidewise upon elab-
orate coiffures in the same perilous
•way. Ribbons, too, trim many of these
quaint and childish shapes, and some
of the blues and pinks are so vivid that
a crook seems the natural accompani-
ment.

There are those who call such co-
quettish hats trying, but they are more
generally becoming than millinery has
been this long while. The smallness of
the shape is a fundamental requisite,
but the hat band which holds it on the
head is of exaggerated height and elab-
orately trimmed. The waved brims of
many chapeaux also mount up to a

considerable distance, but the outside
trimming of such hats is necessarily
slight. Almost everything is massed
underneath, at the left side only or
straight a srow the back as far as the
ears. Those trimmed at the left natu-
rally tilt over to right, giving the hat
the look of being posed rather giddily

at the side of the head. The straight
back trimming necessitates a straight
dip ove? the forehead, so it happens
that many hats turned up at the back
in the Mid way are seen.

The u^'.der trimmings achieve the be-
comingne?3 which the tossed up brims
and tiny shapes might imperil—though
as to that many of these hats are small
only in circumference, for the big
crowns, made by the bands, fit the
head comfortably, and a number of the
fluted brims go up to vast heights.

For many of the choicest butterfly
shapes great plateaux of erin (horse-
hair), leghorn, panama and silk straw
are employed. The milliner plaits and
twists and bends them into shape and
blends together flowers never before
combined. Flowers, in fact, are enor-
mously used, but the shades and grades,
in them are too great to permit of their
being vulgarized. A quality which one
might call both aristocratic and senti-
mental distinguishes the best blooms.
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nil of which are imported. Small ruses
In stranKe blues and pinks have a fad-
ed air, life that of a pretty woman who
has danced all night, for there is noth-
ing odd about these flowers. They

Beem rather exquisitely and elegantly
dissipated, and certain pinks and vio-
lets and blues are sometimes blended
together in a way to suggest shaded
violet. To such flowers, extraordinary
as the phrase sounds, some French
milliners have given the name "Morgue
rose?." But most commonly they are
called faded or "dead" flowers.

However, all of the now flowers are
not faded, and to preserve the Immac-
ulate freshness the camelias and some
of the big roses require, one considerate
milliner gives the folowng hint: First
the bloesoms are removed from the hat
and the bunches carefully straightened
out. Then every petal of each ro.«e or
catnelia is reshaped with the fingers,
and the edge of each trimmed with a
sharp pair of nail scissors. After this,
the loosened calyxes or stems of the
green leaves are regluod and the flowers
once more massed and put upon the
hat. It is marvelous how freshening
this simple treatment Is, and even
liowers which have become discolored
seem to revive under it, as genuine
garden blossoms do when they are put
in water.

Allgood hat trimmings are expensive
and so perishable that they can scarce-

ly ever be freshened by Ironing. The
Criapneu which gives the value disap-
pears utterly from flower petals and
taffeta ribbon that have been pressed.

A group of five charming hats shows
Rome of the quaint revivals selected
from more conventional styles. All are
for very dressy purposes; therefore
gowns appropriately fussy, dainty foot-
gear and the new fussy parasols should
go with the day shapes.

A shepherdess hat of pale blue pn-.a-
ma is trimmed with blue taffeta ribbon
and pink roses. This is mounted high
at the lelt by the under trimming of rib-
bon loops and Rowers, making the gay
side pose on the head described.

the back. "With flowers, or feathers,
or a bunchy trimming of some other
sort the polo turbans litre worn square
on the head. Hut Kills to whom sin h
an angle is becoming snemtimes wear
them slightly forward, as the boop-
Bklrted l»HI«-s of the 60\s wore their
round turbans.

The three remaining hats express
different but. equally quaint effects.
What is called the "sugar scoop" is
shown by a carriase hat of black tulle
with a brim edge of black silk straw-
braid. The trimming is apple green
taffe,ta ribbon, figured and edged with
Mack, and green ostrich feathers. The
way the ribbon is tied about and mass-
ed at the back of this chapeau is very
expressive of the season, and such
flowered and bordered ribbons are
much used on headgear of this v. ry
Jaunty description. However, it Is gen-
erally confined to the under garnishing
where the brim and loops and tyings
of many a headpiece seem to have in-
volved quite a bolt of ribbon, so lavish
is the result obtained. On the other
hand the little theater bonnet of blue
forget me nots demonstrates Fash-
ion's mengerness In this direction. For
though playhouse millinery is once
more to the fore, the bonnets and hats
offered for such use are scarcely more
than head dresses. They sit on the
head most flatly, and to overstep any
of the bounds prescribed by Fashion
is a serious deflection in taste.

Also in shepherdess form is a second
hat of violet leghorn, though the two
Hides of the small brim of this curl up
slightly over the crown. Bunches of
"dead" roses (pink, violet and blue) and
a scarf of violine gauze are effective
garnitures. Narrow preen velvet rib-
bon massed in loose loops upon a high
band in the under trimming at the back
of the hat, this tilting the somewhat
flat shape toward the front as in the
days of chignon and Grecian bend. In-
deed in order to get the proper look
v.ith rome of these little hats, the hair
needs to be most elaborately arranged.
And when this is done if the shape is a
flat one. it sits on top of the high
cushion almost like a toy. The polo
turban.*", which are perfectly round, and
considered smart for tailor gown?, de-
mand that the hair be drawn somewhat
close at the sides and dressed low at

Hut if grown up millinery is grow-
ing daintier, that for children is daintier

still. Th,> quaintest and most charm-
ing of the shapes offered for child wear
is the poke-bonnet, which is all
maids as old as sixteen, a picturesque

! for that ago is of yellow fancy
si:aw with trimmings of yellow ribbon
and white roses. The under shirring
of the brim is of white mousseline.
gathered into an ornamental border at
the edge.

Shirred materials of airy and silky
soils shape adorably doll like pokes
for tinier maids, ami some of these
seem really opulent, so ri<-h is the lace
used. Very splendid feathers and
beautiful feathers and beautiful flowers
also trim these little bonnets, which
will be worn during the season with
unllned silk coats in white and delicate
tints. Tli" wide strings and shelving
fronts of such headgear are very be-
coming to childhood, and the quaint
effect of the bonnet is sometimes
matched by a quaint cut of the coat.
The little frocks underneath are in
various textures, white and tinted silks
composing many, and lingerie textiles,
inset with exquisite lace, others.

the laces with a blonde finish are much
used for gauze, mousseline and qhlffon
dresses, auch airy costumes being in-
cluded in the regulation summer ward-
robe. Not uncommonly the luce is
tinted like the gown material, bo that
when rosettes are made of it the effects
are very flowerlike.

But though lace is so much to the
fore, all over lace gowns have no es-
pecial vogue. They seed rather in
fact to be a shade pusse.t frocks ofspangled tulle having to a great degree
taken their place for evening wear, and
silks and veilings, lace trimmed, sup-
plying day raiment

In these last textures the laces are
Inserted with a matchless art. joinings'
taking all sorts of waved and uncertain
llights which give zest to the processes
of disguise. Few laces are put In
straight, thus showing that they are
not a part of the gown material. But
when they are, it is with a straight ar-
rangement of all the trimming and the
wide bands and straight-edged flounces
that seem even handsomer than the
waving lines elsewhere.

The huge Sowers which appear in
imitation Irish crochet are sometimes
detached from the trellis work and put
on separately. The fact that they are
loose from the background makes this
an easy matter, and in the detachment
little injury is done to the trellis. This,
denuded of its bloom, may shape less
flourishing trimmings for the same
gown, vests, undersleeves, yokes, etc.

—Mary Dean.

Apropos of lace, the fairies of the
lace pillow have never been kinder.
Never was lace seen In such vast
quantities or in such beautiful pat-
terns, for even the cheapest designs
copy the oKI webs. The gamut of qual-
ity, too. runs to an incredible distance,
for some of the gown laces are as
coarse as bedspread trimmings, while
others are almost as fragile as the
spider's mansion. Among the last sort

THE OFF-SEASON IN SWEETS PRESENTS A DO-
MESTIC PROBLEM—HOW TO STRETCH EXPEN-
SIVE FRUITS AND PLEASE JADED APPETITES

SPRING desserts are always a vexing
question for the housewife. It is
just between seasons, a fact

which the family, blessed with a eom-
]>'>sit(> sweet tooth, fails to recognize.
Everyone is tired of the heavy des-
serts which were welcome on the win-
ter dinner table, and fruits, which are
the homemakers* standby in summer,
are coming into the market slowly.

The lighter the dessert, the better
in these fust balmy days, and the
housekeeper who has ice at her com-
mand will do well to turn her atten-
tion to gelatin* preparations. Bavarian
creams and other chilled puddings.

Almond Pudding
This Is not an expensive pudding if

the price of eggs has gone down with
warmer weather. Dissolve one-fourth
of a box of gelatine until perfectly
clear. Crush very fine one-fourth of
a pound of blanched almonds, using a
mortar and pestle. Beat the whites and
yolks of eight eggs separately and
bring a coffee cupful of milk to a boil.

Add half a cup of pulverized sugar to
the yolks of the eggs, beat until very
light and add slowly to the milk. When
it lias thickened to the consistency of
cream, add the dissolved gelatine and
crushed almonds, stirring them in
briskly, and withdraw from the stove.
Set the pan into one filled with cold
water and stir until the mixture be-
comes cool. Have ready the whites of
the eggs, stir them lightly into the
cool mixture attd turn the whole into a
mold. Chill thoroughly and serve with
whipped cream.

Milan Pudding
Cut stale cake, sponge cake pre-

ferred, into small cubes and chop up a
variety of fruits such as raisins, cit-
ron, dates and candied cherries until
you have at least half as much fruit as
cake. Butter the bottom and sades of
the Inner vessel of a double boiler.
Arrange the cake and fruit In layers
until the vessel is about half full. Beat
six eggs light, add half a pint of milk,
the grated rind of half a lemon and

pour it into the mold. Steam for an
hour. Or the pudding may be baked
like custard in a pudding mold net
In the oven in a pan of hot water. Al-
low it to cool in the mold, turn out
carefully and serve with a custard
sauce or whipped cream.

The craving for fruit Is now very
strong and it can be met by light dos-
serts in which a small quantity of fruit
is employed to give a tasty flavor. A
pint of strawberries will make a very
good appearance on the family dinner
table for four or five persons ifproperly
combined with other ingredients.

To serve these plain, offer thorn as a
cocktail, which is far removed from the
alcoholic drink of the same name. S'em
the berries and place five or six in each
cocktail glas3, which, by the way, Is
like a sherry glass flattened out. Pour
over these the Juice of one large orange
and stand aside in a cool plate. When
ready to serve the dessert, add a heap-
ing teaspoonful of powdered sugar to
each glass and double that quantity of
shaved or finely cracked ice. Set each

The Romantic Spirit of May Day Appears in Modern Fashions—hffective
Home-Made Holders for Wild Flowers —Expensi\e Farcies in May
Day Greetings—New Holders for Potted Plants

WITH May day blooms come the
first breath of summer's sweet-
ness. To children, they are the

forerunners of free days and merry
re nips. Juvenile joy in gathering the
shy little blossoms is equaled only by
the pleasure of bringing a small hand-
ful to each friend, or hanging a basket-
ful on the doorknob and disappearing
quickly around the corner or down the
Btalrs. Not less welcome are the wink-
ing buds to busy mothers, reminding
them of happy mornings amid the flow-
ers in their own small garden, or that
windows will soon be open wide and
the winter plants set forth on sill or
porch.

For this reason May day customs are
preserved as carefully in city as in
country life. Florists offer the wild
flowers in their windows, and mothers
bpare no labor in making baskets In
which the enthusiastic little ones can
dispense them. One mother, whose
email daughter has already found vio-
lets in her suburban walks, has made a
charming receptacle for the little girl
to carry fresh blossoms to her teacher.
A Javender fleur de Us made from crepe
paper holds in its center a yellow paper
cup and Is supported by three slender
sticks covered with lavender paper
and fastened in a criss-cross position.

A basket made from alternate strips
of crepe paper woven together with a
twisted paper handle is also most ap-
propriate and dainty to put small blos-
soms in. The girl who is fortunate
enough to have pansy blooms on her
window or hotbed plans can make a
yellow holder in rose shipe from

crinkled tissue paper. On the wire
handle, which should be coveiert %vlth
paper, a yellow paper butterfly can be
perched. For 10 cents cunning little
bunnies can be purchased, the bodies
of which look like stumps of trees.
They are called rustic bunnies and
have a pocket at their back in which
to put flowers.

In larger quantities modern May
flowers are sent in most curious recep-
tacles, with straw baskets of every Im-
aginable design in the lead. A basket
automobile is built to carry magnolias,
the entire tonneau being a mass of
them, while a long, narrow basket at
the front of the machine holds a bunch
of spring violets. Straw barrels with
colored hoops will be employed for
Bending jonquils, crocuses and tulips.

' Potted flowers are a favorite May
day gift. Hyacinths are set in ordinary
clay pots which are surrounded by
bright bands of nickel and have the
clay saucer bound with nickel. An-
other attractive hyacinth pot Is set In
a cup built from a nickel plated circle
of crocus blooms.

An especially decorative bowl for
Japanese Illy bulbs Is of Gorman tiling,
of a heavy cream colored porce-
lain showing- large flower designs and
having an edge and standard of nickel.

The woman who Is fond of porch
flowers and baskets will take no end of
pleasure In two square green porcelain
pots which hang from a chain. These
are intended for drooping vines and
flowering trailers. A porcelain frog
with open mouth is a novel receptacle
in which to plant ivy or waxeu smilax.

WASH \BLE gloves have become ab-
solutely indispensable to the
summer girl. Not only do they

\u25a0are her hands from the ravages of
the burning sun without Inducing per-
spiration, but they are always Immac-
ulately fresh and clean. Each night
the pair she has worn during the day
gets its tub bath in warm soap suds
and is dry and ready for use the fol-
lowing day.

Fabric gloves whether In lisle or lin-en mesh, are so skillfully woven now
that they have lost all of the scratchy
feeling which has long been their ob-jectionable feature. The girl who is
peculiarly sensitive to this irritation
will find lisle gloves lined with the most
supple of China silk. Fashionable
shades, such as old rose and old blue,
are lined with check silk or silk em-
broidered with polka dots or tiny flow-
ers. Linen mesh gloves, so popular
during the warm months last year, will
be more than ever in evidence this
coming summer, and the stltchings on
the back will show most elaborate
handwork in self tone or contrasting
shade.

"Have you any—ah—lnsect powder, that
will exterminate cockroaches and—and
other pests of the kind?"

"Yes. ma'am. A box of this powder will
do the work. Sprinkle the contents liber-
ally over the mattress aud the—the other
belonging*, and then keep the room tightly
closed for twenty-four hours."—Chicago
Tribune.

Thought He Understood

LIGHT DESSERTS FOi SPRING MENUS
glass on a paper lace doily In the center
of a dessert plate and lay beside the
glass one or two fancy cakes, such as
macaroons or jumbles. If the family
numbers more than four, the strawber-
ries can be further stretched by mix-
ing them with sections of orange and
slices of banana. Mix together with
two or three strawberries in each glass
and pour over them the juice of half a
lemon. Finish and serve as described.
These cocktails are considered vory
smart appetizers for the first luncheon
or dinner course, but in many private
families they take the place of a fruit
dessert.

Strawberry Tapioca
Wash a small cup of tapioca thor-

oughly; cover with a pint and a half of
cold water and soak over night. In
the morning turn these into a double
boiler and cook until it is transparent.
Wash and stem the berries and lay
them in a glass dish. Remove the dear
tapioca from the stove and allow it to
cool. It should not. however, become
thoroughly chilie 1. but when it reaches

the point where you feel sure it will not
crack your glass ilish, |>our it over the
berries. Serve fee cold with pulverized
sugar and whipped < ream.

Strr.v. berry charlotte —Bring one pint
of strawberries to the boiling point
with enough water to keep them from
burning. Press through a sieve and
add one-third of a cup of pulveriz».l
sugar and one-quarter <>f a box of gel-
atine, Which has been thoroughly dis-
solved. Turn this mixture into a cool
bowl and set it in water. Stir it oc-
casionally, and when it begins to thick-
en add very carefully one pint of sweet
cream whipped to a stiff froth. Line
a charlotte mold or a glass dish with
lady fingers or strips of sponge cake.
Pour over this the strawberry cream
and stand away to cool.

Strawberry Bavarian Cream
Mash a solid pint of strawberries

through a colander or sieve. Have
ready a half box of gelatine dissolved in
half a cup of cold water, and stand this
over hot water until it melts and la
clear. Beat half ;i cup of powdered

WASHABLE GLOVES IN - SUBtilwlH < SHADES
Lisle and Linen Mesh Gloves Are Lined With Self-Tone or Contrasting Shades of Siik—S3 k

Gloves to Match Any Dress Are Offered This Year—Long Silk Gloves Are Set
Olf by Lace Medallions, Insertion and Edging—Mitts Re-

fuse to Be Downed and Appear In Many Tints

Kut it if the silk glove which has
captured the ftffectiOfH of summer girls,
purse proud or *»conon:ica!ly in»-lined.
Not '>ne of the infinite variety of warm
weather shades but can be perfectly
matched in any length of silk weave. In
imitation of kid gloves the wrists are
often lined with silk of contrasting
shade, while the daintiest of pearl but-
tons effect the fastening. White glov^a
are lined with pale blue or lemon, pink
gloves have blue lining, and gray slllc
is faced with lavender. White silk will
be stitched with black, and vice versa,
while gloves with colored lining will be
ntitched In silk to match the linings.
For street wear almond shades take the
lead in popularity.

Hand embroidery has invaded the
realm of silk gloves, as It has that of
everj' other feminine accessory of dress.
Most exquisite flower designs cover the
backs of the hands on short gloves or
run the length of the arm on elbow and
shoulder gloves. Scallops of buttonhol-
ing or flowers finish the edges, while
one fantastic pair shows a gauntlet fin-
ished of leather In soft pastel shades.

In combination with embroidery.

The Bargain Installment
Mrs. Suburbs—The conductor was aw-

fully nice coming out on the train: he
gave me a double seat.

Husband—But you couldn't sit on two
seats!

Mrs. Suburbs—Xo. but I was more satis-
fled, anyway: it seemed as if I was get-
ting more for my —Detroit Free
Presn.

filmy lace medallions are tnset into
long Bilk gloves. Ruffles of valen-
clenneß also adorn the wrists. A stun-
nine pair of black silk elbow length
gloves, longenough to give a mousque-
talre effect on the arm, has a double
ruffle of narrow, bl.ick silk valen-
clennes. alternating with an inch wide
lace Insertion from elbow to wrist.

Filmysilk mitts refuse to be slighted.
Each year they bob up serenely, and
their persistency has finally won out.
The summer girl of 1905 will undoubt-
edly have a goodly supply to match her
evening frocks. Double ruffles of val-
enclennes finish the edge of mitts, with
sometimes the addition of lace Inser-
tions.

Not to be outdone by these success-
ful rivals, the washable chamois glove
is irrresistible in its new found supple-
ness and creamy white tints. A fash-
ionable society girl who goes In exten-
sively for athletics will wear no other
kind of glove on her sporting trips, as
the washable chamois is such a splen-
did protection from briars, etc., and has
none of the clumsiness of a leather
glove.

Police Judge—With what Instrument or
article did your wife inflict these wounds
on your f»ce and head?

Michael Mooney—Wid a motty, yer an-

An Appropriate Weapon

ner.
Police Judge—A what?
Michael Mooney—A motty—wan o' those

frames wid "God bliss our home" in it.—
Cleveland Leader.

A DAINTY ALMOND PUDDTNCi TO BE USED
WHEN K<u;s ARK (IIKAP-ORIENTAL FRI ITS
TN GELATINE 18 ANOTHER DAINTY DESSKKT

sugar Into the strawberry juice, and
add to this mixture the dissolved gel-
atine. Have ready a pint of cream,
beaten stiff. Stand the bowl contain-
ing: the strawberry mixture Into a pan
of Ice water, or, better si ill. in a nest
of cracked Ice. The moment It begins
to thicken add the cream, mixing it
thoroughly Chill in a mold and serve
without sauce. When cream is not at
hand or is too expensive for the family
menu, substitute white of egg and
serve the dessert as a strawberry
sponge.

Soak half a box of gelatine In half a
cup of cold water for an hour, then
stand over hot water until it dissolves.
Add a cup of pulverized sugar and one
pint of strawberries which have been
pressed through a sieve. Turn this
warm mixture Into a cold basin or bowl
and stand in a pan of Ice water. Stir
fora few momenta and then beat in the
whites of four eggs which have been
whipped to a stiff froth. Stir steadily
from the sides and bottom of the pan bo
that the gelatine does not lump and the

©^llwDleSyy It II v II illl>!li!a§)

This Lig'nt and Summery Furniture Comes at Reasonable Prices It Is
Admirably Suited to Porches, Living Rooms and Bedrooms —Japa-
nese Bells on Bamboo Frames Replace Heaver Chinese Gongs

eggs are thoroughly mixed through the
mass. When the sponge has become
slightly thick turn it Into a mold and
chill thoroughly. Servo without sauce.

Oriental Jelly
Stone and cut up one-half of a pound

of dates and chop finely the same quan-
tity of li^-s. Soak a box of gelatine In
enough cold water to cover It for at
least an hour. Set the bowl containing
the gelatine into a pan of boiling water.
Add one cup of sugar and a quart of
boiling \vat>-r. Season with the juice
of two lemons and stir this mixture*
thoroughly. Have the dates ami figs
in a DOW] and pour over them grad-
ually the hot gelatine mixture. Turn
into molds and stand in the refrigerator
to chill. If this Is to !'•• served for
dinner this dish Should be made very
early In the morning. English walnuts
or almonds are sometimes added to
this fruit mixture, one cup of the finely
chopped inns heing sufficient, but if
children are to eat.it the figs and dates
alone should be sufficient.

Fl >PI !..\!i as are wicker furnishings
for lIMsummer borne, they have
a strong rival this year in Jap-

anese furniture made from baiaboo
and finely woven straw. The very word
bamboo suggests lightness, and light-
ness is above all else a d«-*irable fea-
ture of summer furnishings.

natural colored straw filling stretched
lightly on their bamboo frame. One
attractive little table in diamond shape
has its straw filling Interwoven with
morning glories in a delicate shade of
blue and pink, while the framework la
of lacquered bamboo in a darker shade
of each color. Other tables are built
entirely of bamboo, the top being a
basket weave of half inch strips of col-
ored bamboo In contrasting colors with
a highly lacquered finish.

Spotted bamboo and plain straw-col-
ored bamboo are employed as frame-
work, while flowered cretonne effects
on a natural tone background decorate
the straw upholstery. Willow green
and old blue also form the background
of the straw coverings, fine matting
patterns being Interwoven with harmo-
nious and inconspicuous colorings.

Scroll designs of slender bamboo are
applied to the straw fillings, and brass-
headed nails almost as large as a shill-
ing furnish ornamentation as well as
security.

Among fascinating novelties for the
boudoir there are all sorts of boxes for
waists, lingerie or shoes, quaint dress-
ing tables, cool, easy couohes, book
racks and low, picturesque chairs and
stools. One unique piece of furniture
is a bamboo frame divided into five
sections each of which holds a basketshaped drawer. Stalks of delicate pink
and green hollyhocks decorate the front
of the drawers. An oval minor in a
bamboo frame tops a dressing table of
bamboo and finely woven straw show-
Ing a large yellow peony. To match
this comes a writing desk with num-
berless bamboo racks for holding pa-
pers and bo..k-

The woman who takes pride In the
furnishing of the summer living room
—the porch—will find many novelties
in bamboo, especially among the oddly
shaped tete-a-tetes and roc-king chairs.
These are comfortably padded and up-
holstered in natural colored straw or
in willow green showing conventional
patterns. For holding hammocks or
sporting Implements a most convenient
and light receptacle is a bamboo and
straw hamper lined with lightweight
wood. These hampers can be purchas-
ed In several size9, the largest stand-
Ing three feet from the floor.

Bamboo card tables which have long
been popular for porch use. show new
and most fantastic shapes. Low tables
with tops In geometrical forms have a

A shirtwaist box three feet longf Is
built of willow green straw. It is low
an.l flat like a steamer trunk and Is
lined with tufted satin. Tall and shape-
ly boxes serve not only as receptacles
for shoes, but comfortable seats.

Bamboo standards support Japanese
bells which are used in the place of
brass or iron gong.s. Bird cages ara
also built of bamboo and have a par-
ticularly airy and summery appear*
a nee.
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